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ABSTRACT:
The integration of geo-information has been greatly advanced by the development of Spatial Information Infrastructures. However, the semantic interoperability, which is essential for the integration of geo-information in open and distributed environments, still not sufficiently supported. One possible way to deal with the problem is to use ontologies to formally describe the meaning of (spatial) data. The use of ontology languages and search techniques is believed to provide means to solve the semantic interoperability and allow machine-automation of data integration, due to the possibility to define semantics explicitly and represent it in a machine-processable way. This semantic interoperability is expected to facilitate information search and query in time-critical situations (as emergency response).

In this paper we verify this hypothesis and present our initial investigations to build and use data ontologies (upper and local). These ontologies describe the data sets (e.g. topographic, utility, cadastre) for general use, independent from the domain of disaster management. They are created and maintained by the respective data providers. The paper presents the ontologies built for two Dutch topographic data sets: GBKN (scale of 1:1000 to 1:2000) and TOP10NL (scale 1:10,000). Both of them are important for disaster management. GBKN is more useful for the field emergency workers, while TOP10NL has fewer details and therefore is more appropriate for decision makers at higher levels. A significant amount of the content from both the data overlaps (with different level of detail), but some information is available only in one of the data sets. In addition to these local data ontologies that are bound to a specific data set, there is a upper data ontology that mediates between the local data ontologies. Using these ontologies, we demonstrate that the user can specify search criteria for spatial information without having to know the underlying data structures of the data sets. The paper elaborates on the developed prototype application, which combines ontology-based query of semantically different data sets, with existing tools for geo-information processing (i.e. GeoTools).

1. INTRODUCTION

Search, access and integration of geo-information data is often quoted as one of the critical issues in emergency response (Borculo et al 2005, Diehl et al 2006, Kevany, 2008, Brecht 2008, Zlatanova et al 2007). The integration of data has been significantly advanced in the last years by developing Spatial Information Infrastructures for emergency management (Parker et al 2008, Grothe et al 2008). Many governments have encouraged development of ‘critical infrastructure’ databases (e.g. the Department of Homeland Security in USA, Geonovum in the Netherlands). However, these developments reflect syntax integration, i.e. the semantic (meaning) of the data sets may remain unclear. Spatial data in emergency response are usable only if they are relevant for a given situation and this requires explicit semantic support (Pundt 2008). Semantic challenges although addressed are still not sufficiently investigated (Hess and de Vries, 2006, Dolbear and Hart, 2008, Fan and Zlatanova 2010, Klien et al 2006, Xu and Zlatanova, 2007; Xu 2007).

Knowledge about schemas, data structures, formats and meta data are often not sufficient for the purposes of emergency response. Data sets, also spatial data sets, are usually created for a specific purpose and under the assumption that the users share a common understanding of certain concepts and share a common vocabulary. This is often not the case in managing emergencies, where actors from many different occupational backgrounds and expertise have to operate together. Moreover these actors are generally not geo-information specialists. A more formal approach, as developed in disciplines such as knowledge engineering, ontology and object-oriented modeling, is required (Harmelen 2008). Formal semantic approach allows deciding whether different domain models (or even models within one domain) are or can be harmonized. Such an approach allows machine handling of spatial information, which is expected to speed up search and integration of data.

Some of the most important issues to be considered in semantic/data discovery for emergency response domain are (Zlatanova et al 2006, Fan and Zlatanova 2010):

- Building of a emergency response domain ontology or link the domain ontology of emergency response institutions in a network of ontology
- Building of ontology/ linking existing ontologies for spatial data in preparation for knowledge discovery and emergency knowledge transaction processing.
- Developing context-aware engines (rule-based) and agents for query and analysis with respect tasks of the emergency response users (considering also to the type of the front-end devices and communication channels used).
- Investigation, adaptation and development of converters to well-known Web standards and formats.
• Developing knowledge-based systems for browsing and analysis in a distributed data environment.
• Investigating and developing intelligent semantic-based engines and corresponding translators for semantic search and analysis.

In this paper we concentrate on the second and (partially) the third aspect of discovery of data. For the scope of this paper it is assumed that the emergency responders have a common domain (i.e. shared concepts and shared vocabulary). The paper presents a practical approach how to search for information in spatial data sets, using the vocabulary of the emergency response domain.

The paper is organized in six sections. The next section presents a simple use case to illustrate the problem. Section 3 presents the data sets and the tools used for the implementation. Section 4 presents the prototype and elaborates on the workflow. Section 5 concentrates on the ontology use. Section 6 discusses the prototype and outlines future research and developments.

2. USE CASE

Crisis management in the Netherlands involves four primary emergency respond institutions: fire brigade, police, medical care and local authorities (Borkulo et al 2005, Deltel et al 2006). In the last couple of years a large number of projects have been devoted to developing systems for command and control, allowing emergency responders to view and share existing geo-information (topographic, cadastral, utility, etc.) and to record in-situ geo-information (affected areas, locations of shelters, damages, plume, etc.) (Scholten et al 2008, Dilo and Zlatanova 2008). Current systems make this information available to all participants in the crisis management no difference what the role of an emergency responder is (Xu et al 2008, Jacobs et al 2009). Figure 1 illustrates the long list of data sets (right section) available in one C&C system. In many cases this may lead to overloading, confusion and misinterpretation, which may affect the decision-making. The following use case describes how this can be done in a more efficient manner.

A large fire is indicated in the area of the Rotterdam harbour. According to the provided information, the level of emergency is already scaled to ‘2’ (indicating a more than average serious incident) and a Regional Operational Team (ROT) is formed at the Command and Control Centre in the Rotterdam Port Office. The fire officer in duty is requested to drive one of the specialized fire trucks to the location of the incident. He log-ins in the system and selects the incident and the task he has to perform, i.e. FightFire, (see Zlatanova 2010). The system has ontology-based component and can easily provide only the data that is needed for the task. The fire fighting team gets a large-scale map of the area (scale 1:1,000) with the (detailed) route to the location of the fire, the access entrances (access maps) to the industrial area and a map with the fire hydrants. The officer in duty has also a special menu where he can search for additional information. He types ‘gas pipeline’ and he gets the gas utility network within the area of the incident.

At the same time the ROT discusses the effects of the fire and analyses the need for an evacuation from certain neighbourhoods (task TacticalLead, As in Zlatanova 2010). The discussion is carried out on a smart board showing the entire safety region Rijnmond and information about vulnerable objects in the area (as hospitals, schools, etc.) (i.e. topographic map 1:10,000 and a risk map). After one hour the fire is still not under control. The ROT takes a decision to scale the emergency level up to 3. Some of the city areas have to be evacuated. With the new emergency level the map view is automatically updated, showing the neighbouring safety regions. The ROT obtains also the special menu for search of any relevant spatial information for the incident. One of the ROT members types ‘roads’, ‘shelters’, ‘helicopter landing places’ and ‘large open parkings’. The system delivers a map with all these objects.

To deal with this case, the geo-information used is: two topographic maps at different scale, risk map, accessibility map and map of hydrants. It should be noticed that the users are not obliged to have any knowledge on the source data sets. The ontology tool provides the initial geo-information with respect to the task or allows them to search for data using the shared vocabulary. Thus the fire brigade officer gets a large scale map and the ROT small-scale map with respect to the task (upon log-in in the system). Any further requests for data can be specified by simply typing the textual name of the required objects. These objects are found by the system in the corresponding data sets and shown as geometry with their attributes in the graphical section of the user interface.

This paper continues further with the ontology tool allowing for search of spatial data using the shared vocabulary of the emergency responders. As mentioned previously, for the scope of this paper it is assumed that the ontology for emergency response domain is available. For simplicity we use only two topographic data sets, i.e. the maps in scale 1:1,000 and 1:10,000 to demonstrate the developed application.

3. DATA SETS AND TOOLS USED

The Large Scale Topographic map (GBKN, 1:1,1000 or 1:2,000) and the Topographic Map 1:10,000 (TOP10NL) data sets are both topographic data sets. Since they are developed for different purposes and collected by different surveying rules, (GBKN by consortia often including municipalities and TOP10NL by the geo-department of the Cadastre), many semantic differences exist, despite the fast that they represent the same phenomena, i.e. the topography of a specific area. For example, the classification of many objects such as buildings, streets is different, some objects might be not present in one of the data sets, etc. (Uitermark et al. 1999). The data sets were examined manually as well as looking at their conceptual models and comparing them to the model of NEN3160. The ontologies presented here are a bit simplified version of the original data considering the predefined vocabulary for emergency responders.
The data ontologies in this case study are specified using the Web Ontology Language (OWL). OWL is ‘designed for use by applications that need to process the content of information instead of just presenting information to humans’ (OWL 2004). It aims at providing a standard language for the representation of ontologies on the World Wide Web. It is one of the most used ontology representation languages (Baader et al. 2003). OWL has three increasingly-expressive (what can we express using the language) but decreasingly-decidable (by decidable we mean the time spent on the inference of the represented knowledge is finite) sublanguages: OWL Lite, OWL DL and OWL Full. OWL-DL, of which the semantics is based on Description Logic (DL) (Baader et al. 2003), supports the maximum expressiveness without losing the computational completeness and decidability of reasoning. OWL DL will be used as the ontology representation in this paper. The remainder of the paper will simply use OWL to refer to OWL DL. More on OWL can be found in ‘OWL Web Ontology Language Semantics and Abstract Syntax’ (Patel-Schneider et al. 2004).

The prototype is based on Protégé API, GeoTools API and Java. Protégé (protege.stanford.edu/) is a development environment for creating ontologies. It can connect to an ontology reasoning engine (for instance, RacerPro), send the ontology to the engine and get the result back from the reasoning engine (for consistency checking, class hierarchy inferencing and so on). The Protégé OWL API (protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/api/) is a Java programming interface, which is used to manipulate the ontologies that are represented in OWL. The OWL file is parsed and converted into Java objects. Actions made on the corresponding Java objects can be written back to the OWL file. GeoTools (geotools.codehaus.org/) is an open source Java code library which provides standards compliant methods for the manipulation of geospatial data.

UI provides the interface to search and view data. Generally, it can be realized as a web or a stand alone rich client application. The current prototype uses a Java class GUI (Figure 3). The class creates the graphical user interface allowing a user to input his/her query as a word. The interface consists of three sections: a list with earlier used words/terms, a section to type the word and a visualization section. For simplicity, the upper left part suggests a list of words for query. The list of words is a kind of indication to the user what is available in the ontology and is based on the most recently used words for searching. If a term is not found, it is not registered in the list. The list of words is kept in a text file, which can be modified by the application designer. The list is kept updated as each new word used for search is added to the list. Please note that list does not contain all the words as in the shared emergency vocabulary (as it can become too long). Theorically, an incident can begin with an empty list. The lower left section of the user interface is a text field, where the user can type a word, i.e. name of object, which has to be found in the data sets. The query should be a single word, such as ‘school’, ‘post_office’, etc. The search starts after the submit button at the lower left section is pressed. The right section of the interface is for displaying the result of the geometry.

The DOA is responsible for the search of the requested information (word, term) in the available ontologies. The DOA receives the word (string) for searching and reads the upper data ontology (the owl file), maps the upper data ontology into the logical model (i.e. java classes) and matches the word against the logical model.

- If there are no matches in the logical model with the word, the DOA returns to the UI ‘not found in the upper data ontology’.
- If there is a match (or are matches) in the logical model with the word, the DOA finds a quadruple set (DataSetName, GeoObjectName, AttributeName, Value).

**Figure 2: Prototype system architecture**

4. **SYSTEM OVERVIEW**

The system architecture consists of a User Interface (UI), Data Ontology Application (DOA) and Local Data Applications (LDA), which can be located on different servers in files or in database management systems (DBMS)(Figure 2). In our prototype we have two LDAs (for GBKN and TOP10NL).
(GeoObjectName, AttributeName, Value) to the relevant LDA according to the ‘DataSetName’.

The LDA receives the triple set (GeoObjectName, AttributeName, Value) and reads the local data ontology (an owl file), maps the local ontology into a logical model. Then LDA translates the triple set into another triple set (GeoObjectName_Local, AttributeName_Local, Value_Local) according to the local data ontology. When the LDA receives the triple set, there is still a possibility that the terms used in the triple are not those supported by the underlying data source. At this stage, the LDA translates the triple set into (GeoObjectName_Local, AttributeName_Local, Value_Local) where the terms used are supported by the underlying data source.

The next step is query of the local data source (as file or in DBMS) by the triple set (GeoObjectName_Local, AttributeName_Local, Value_Local). LDA finds the geometry from the underlying data source. There might be cases where no geometries can be found in the data source (e.g. certain objects does exist in the given area), the LDA returns ‘not found in the data source’ to the UI, and otherwise it returns the geometry.

Apparently, when a new data set is used, a new LDA should be created in such a way that it receives a triple set (GeoObjectName, AttributeName, Value) from the DOA, translates the triple into (GeoObjectName_Local, AttributeName_Local, Value_Local) according to the local data ontology and finds geometry in the data source through the triple set (GeoObjectName_Local, AttributeName_Local, Value_Local). In this way, there is no need to change the existing applications when new data source comes. The only change required is the owl file, which contains the upper data ontology. The next sections explain the evolvement of the ontology.

5. BUILDING THE ONTOLOGIES

For this prototype, the upper data ontology is built based on the existing local data ontologies at hand (in this case GBKN and TOP10NL) and it will grow if new data sets are used. Every new data set will require the creation of a local data ontology for it. It will be the ontology maintainer’s task to ensure that each item in the local ontology has a corresponding representation in the upper data ontology. In other words, the new local data ontology will first be mapped to the upper data ontology as good as possible. Those object classes that cannot be mapped to existing classes in the upper data ontology will be added as new classes (and thereby extending the upper data ontology).

To illustrate the development of the upper data ontology, we will use only the object class ‘Building’. As soon as a new object class needs to be included, the upper data ontology has to be extended. Let us assume that at certain moment there is only ‘Building’ and its attributes in the upper data ontology. Following an Object-Oriented method to model the real world, we use classes (and attributes). Geographic objects belonging to the same class can be distinguished from each other by having different attribute values. For instance, a ‘hospital’ and a ‘school’ may belong to the same class ‘building’. ‘Building’ class has an attribute ‘Building_Occupancy’ which specifies the function (or the main purpose of usage of the building). Thus ‘hospitals’ can be distinguished from ‘schools’ on the basis of ‘Building_Occupancy’ attribute. For hospitals it is ‘medical’ and for schools it is ‘educational’. The upper data ontology follows similar approach, i.e. the geographical world is represented by a triple set (Class, Attribute, Value). The ‘value’ indicates the allowed data values specified as enumeration types of code lists.

In order to structure well the ontology, a root class ‘Data Ontology’ with two top level subclasses, GeoObjectName, AttributeName, is created. All the classes representing the real world feature are created as subclasses of GeoObjectName. All the attributes belonging to the real world features are made as the subclasses of AttributeName. The values, the attribute can take, are given as the subclasses of each of the attributes. The relation between the class and the attribute that belongs to the class is done through making a owl:objectProperty by setting the domain to be the class and the range to be the attribute. For instance, the real world feature ‘Building’ is modeled as a class having three attributes as shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4: Building and its three attributes](image)

Building is created as a subclass of GeoObjectName. Building’s three attributes are made as the subclasses of AttributeName. One of the building’s attribute’s (Building_Height_Class) values is given as the subclass the attribute. The Building_Height_Class is a property of Building, i.e. defined as owl:objectProperty. Figure 5 and Figure 6 illustrate the class, attributes and its values.

![Figure 5: The attribute Building_Height_Class and its values (enumeration type or code list)](image)
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Similar to the structure of the upper data ontology, the local data ontology also has a root class and it is given the name of the data set, such as 'TOP10NL' and 'GBKKN' in our case. Each of the local data ontologies also has a class GeoObjectName_Local and AttributeName_Local (similar to the two top level classes in the upper data ontology). The subclasses, however, are specific for the different local data ontologies.

6. CREATING AND USING MAPPINGS BETWEEN COMMON AND LOCAL ONTOLOGIES

Each of the data source is provided with a local data service. When a new data set is used, a new local data service with a local data ontology should be available. Thus the number of local data services equals to the number of data sources. Each of the Local Data Services is developed in such way that it takes a triple set (GeoObjectName, AttributeName, Value) from the Data Ontology Service, translates the triple set into (GeoObjectName_Local, AttributeName_Local, Value_Local) according to the local data ontology. By the triple set (GeoObjectName_Local, AttributeName_Local, Value_Local), the local data service finds/gets geo objects (with geometry). As mentioned previously, in our demo application, there are two data sources: GBKN and TOP10NL (i.e. shape files). In our case there are two local data services: one for GBKN and one for TOP10NL.

As mentioned above, through the Protégé OWL API the owl file is mapped as a logical model (OWLModel) in memory, which is easier to manipulate. Four important methods are used for the matching the ontologies: 1) OntologyTools() is to initiate the ontologyModel (a logical model of the owl file in memory), 2) receiveObjectName(String) receives the word (a Java String object) for searching, 3) getQuadruple(String) searches the user’s query against the logical OWL model and returns (DataSetName, GeoObjectName, AttributeName, Value), and 4) send2LocalDataService sends (GeoObjectName, AttributeName, Value) to corresponding local data service according the ‘DataSetName’.

As described for the upper data ontology, the AttributeName has two levels of subclasses: the first level of subclasses corresponds to the attribute names, the second level of subclasses correspond to the possible values for each attribute. The second level of subclasses will be matched against the user’s query, thus we call them ‘searchable items’. After the Java class initiates the logical model out of the owl file, the user’s query will be matched against the searchable items. The match is done through substring matching (in the getQuadruple(String) method), i.e. if the user’s query is a substring of the searchable item’s name, we consider it as a matching against the user’s query (if none is found, the method return ‘none’). The method getQuadruple(String) is to return the set (DataSetName, GeoObjectName, AttributeName, Value). We will explain how the set is obtained through the method:

Each of the searchable items are with prefix LocalData setName, the method getQuadruple(String) will extract the LocalDatasetName as DataSetName and the rest as the Value. When the user’s query is found as one (several) of the searchable-items, the method getQuadruple(String) will find its super class as AttributeName, which belongs to the first level subclass of AttributeName. Since each of first level subclasses of AttributeName is related to a subclass of GeoObjectName by owl:objectProperty, it is easy for the getQuadruple(String) to find a subclass of GeoObjectName as ‘GeoObjectName’, which relates to the AttributeName.

7. DISCUSSION

This paper presented a practical application based on ontology for search of geo-information in two data sets. The application allows querying spatial data sets by words from a predefined shared vocabulary for emergency response. The approach ensures that spatial information can be searched by a wide group of none geo-specialist having no knowledge on the data structure, syntax or semantics of the data. The system operates on the set of local data ontologies, which are linked via the upper data ontology. The method looks very promising but several aspects need further careful consideration.

As mentioned previously, the upper data ontology is progressively extended when a new data set is added to the data sets available for the emergency response application. This step is currently done manually (assuming that a data ontology manager will be available for management of the ontology). Further investigations are needed to clarify whether this update can be automated.

Bearing in mind the large amounts of data sets in use during emergency, it is perhaps unrealistic to consider only one upper data ontology. The data sets can vary largely in scope and semantic description, which may create difficulties in matching new local data ontologies with the upper data ontology. In this case the upper data ontology will quickly grow in size and will be inefficient for emergencies. Other approaches for mapping and search in local data ontologies must be investigated.

Another critical aspect is the search in the local data ontologies. As implemented at the moment, the data ontology contains information about which class belongs to which data set. Practically the data ontology is a union of the local data ontologies. Further investigations and developments are needed for more flexible representations, e.g. by creating additional ontology with the data sets.

The next logical step is providing ontology-based context-aware services, which also needs a formalization of users (tasks) and context. The first default information as described in the use case, can be obtained automatically by defining rules and using an ontology reasoner.
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